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Reply to comments on the paper ‘‘Long term

correlation between solar and geomagnetic activity’’

Amory-Mazaudier (2004) have commented the paper

of Echer et al. (2004) and called attention to previous

works by Legrand and Simon (1989) and Simon and

Legrand (1989), hereafter called LS89 and SL89,

respectively. The works of Legrand and Simon, among

others, were of fundamental importance in the effort to

improve our understanding of solar–geomagnetic activ-

ity connections. However, the work of Echer et al.

(2004) approached a new topic that was not worked by

LS89 and SL89. Furthermore, since their works, many

studies have been performed that improved the work

done by them and others: presently it is known that solar

flares are not the main source of geomagnetic activity

(as it was presented in the SL89), a role that is attributed

mainly to coronal mass ejections—CMEs (Gosling,

1993). There is no simple association between CMEs

and flares: there are large CMEs without flares and big

flares without CMEs. Flares and CMEs seem to be part

of a single phenomenon, a solar eruption, and neither

one is the cause of the other (Schwenn, 2000). While

LS89 have done a detailed analysis of geomagnetic

contributions due to different solar wind sources, a more

detailed and updated classification of geomagnetic

activity according to each solar wind structure was

performed by Richardson et al. (2000).

Amory-Mazaudier (2004) reviews the works of LS89

and SL89 and their analysis of the two peaks in the aa

index. This dual peak structure is a well-known feature

of aa series, and it is thought that the first peak is more

related to CME activity while the second peak is more

related to co rotating interaction region—CIR activity

(see the review by Gorney, 1990).

Although the works of LS89 and SL89 are very

important in solar–geomagnetic activity studies, they did

not analyze the long-term correlation variations between

these activities, which was the main theme of Echer et al.

(2004) paper. That study was based in a previous work

by Kishcha et al. (1999) who have found that the Rz–aa

correlation is declining with time, but with superposed

fluctuations. Echer et al. (2004) have studied this
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correlation by cross-correlation analyses and concluded

that the most likely cause of the variation in the

correlation is that the two aa peaks are varying in

relative intensity and lag since the beginning of the aa

series in 1868. It seems that the first aa peak is more

related to Dst/Rz and the second aa peak is more related

to AE and CIR high-speed streams. It was considered in

that paper that the first aa peak is more sensible to

closed solar magnetic field structures (CMEs) while the

second aa peak suffers more influence of open (related to

CIRs) solar magnetic field structures. Since it was

recently found that the solar magnetic field might have

doubled in the last 130 years (Lockwood et al., 1999;

Stamper et al., 1999), it was postulated that the long-

term variation in Rz–aa annual average correlation

could be accounted by the differential evolution of the

two aa peaks, and these ones influenced by a differential

evolution of closed and open solar magnetic field

structures.
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